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Fully quantum-mechanical model of a SQUID ring coupled to an electromagnetic field

M. J. Everitt, P. Stiffell, T. D. Clark,* A. Vourdas,† J. F. Ralph,† H. Prance, and R. J. Prance
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A quantum system comprising of a monochromatic electromagnetic field coupled to a superconducting
quantum interference device~SQUID! ring with sinusoidal nonlinearity is studied. A magnetostatic fluxFx is
also threading the SQUID ring, and is used to control the coupling between the two systems. It is shown that
for special values ofFx the system is strongly coupled. The time evolution of the system is studied. It is shown
that exchange of energy takes place between the two modes and that the system becomes entangled. A second
quasiclassical model that treats the electromagnetic field classically is also studied. A comparison between the
fully quantum-mechanical model with the electromagnetic field initially in a coherent state and the quasiclas-
sical model is made.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the superconducting quantum interference dev
~SQUID! ring ~here taken to be a thick superconducting ri
enclosing a single Josephson weak link device! regarded as
having potential for future quantum technologies,1–4 it is
clearly of interest to consider its interaction with an exter
quantum-mechanical electromagnetic~em! field. This inter-
est has certainly been promoted by the recent experime
work on the creation of quantum-mechanical superposi
states of Josephson systems,5–8 with particular emphasis on
the existence of such states in SQUID rings.9,10As with these
latter experiments, in order to investigate these states
consider a monochromatic em field with frequencyve ~typi-
cally in the 0.1–1-THz region!, coupled to a SQUID ring
oscillator with frequencyvs . In addition, a magnetostati
flux Fx is also applied to the ring, as depicted in Fig.
Since the primary purpose of the work reported here is
study the full quantum mechanics of this coupled system,
make the assumption that the operating temperature~T! is
such that\ve@kBT, \vs@kBT so that both the ring and
field modes behave quantum mechanically.

As we shall show, in this fully quantum-mechanical d
scription the quantum states of the em field mode p
SQUID ring couple together strongly only under certain c
cumstances, specifically around particular values of the m
netostatic bias fluxFx . In this case, using the bias flux as
means to control the coupling, we have been able to reve
whole range of interesting quantum phenomena.

In previous work11–13 we dealt with the semiclassica
problem of a monochromatic microwave field coupled to
SQUID ring containing a small capacitance weak link.
this paper we extend our theoretical description and t
both the ring and the field fully within a quantum-mechanic
framework. We demonstrate that the numerical results
rived from this quantum model, in which the em field
initially in a coherent state, compare very well with tho
obtained using a semiclassical, Floquet theory of a SQU
ring coupled to the field. In this there are obvious analog
to quantum optical interactions in few level atoms whi
apply to both pair condensate and single elect
systems.14–18 In addition, we note that SQUID rings have
0163-1829/2001/63~14!/144530~7!/$20.00 63 1445
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strong sinusoidal nonlinearity and it is the strength of t
nonlinearity, together with its periodic nature, that leads
the interesting phenomena studied in this paper. This sho
be compared and contrasted with the large body of work
nonlinear quantum systems in the context of quant
optics19–24 where the nonlinearity is usually a weak polyn
mial nonlinearity.

II. SQUID RING COUPLED TO NONCLASSICAL
EM FIELD

The HamiltonianHt for our coupled system can be wri
ten as a sum of the energies for the field and the ring,
gether with an additional term for the interaction energy, i

Ht5He1Hs2H Int , ~1!

whereHe andHs are, respectively, the Hamiltonians for th
field and the ring andH Int is the interaction energy.

We can write the Hamiltonian for the SQUID ring~weak
link capacitanceCs and ring inductanceLs) in the usual
form,17

Hs5
Qs

2

2Cs
1

~Fs2Fx!
2

2Ls
2\n cosS 2p

Fs

F0
D , ~2!

whereFs , the magnetic flux threading the ring, andQs , the
total charge across the weak link, are the conjugate varia
for the system~with the imposed commutation relatio
@Fs ,Qs#5 i\), Fx is the static~or quasistatic! external flux
applied to the ring,\n/2 is the matrix element for pair tun

FIG. 1. A SQUID ring coupled inductively to a mode of a
electromagnetic field.
©2001 The American Physical Society30-1
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neling through the weak link~critical currentI c52en), and
F05h/2e. We note that with a characteristic frequencyvs

5(1/ACsLs) for the SQUID ring, there is a renormalize
frequencyVs5vs14\2p2nF0

22Cs
21vs

21 related to theFs
2

term in a Taylor expansion of the cosine in Eq.~2!. Through-
out the paper we useCs51310216 F, Ls53310210 H,
and \n50.07F0

2/Ls as typical circuit parameters for
SQUID ring in the quantum regime.

The em field can be modelled in terms of a cavity mo
using an equivalent circuit comprising a capacitanceCe in
parallel with an inductanceLe , with a ~parallel! resistance
on resonance to define its quality factor. If we assume
resistance to be infinite we obtain a Hamiltonian for the fi
in terms of the equivalent circuit flux and charge operato

He5
Qe

2

2Ce
1

Fe
2

2Le
, ~3!

where Fe and Qe are, respectively, the magnetic flux an
electric charge associated with the cavity. The field f
quency isve51/ACeLe. For the purposes of simplicity we
useCe5Cs throughout this paper and specify the frequen
ve in each example. We denote asun& the eigenstates ofHe .
In our numerical work we use a truncated basis withn
50, . . . ,N, whereN is taken to be much greater than th
average number of photons in the system.

The em cavity mode and the SQUID ring are coup
together inductively with a coupling energy given by

H Int5
m

Ls
~Fs2Fx!Fe , ~4!

wherem is a coupling parameter linking the em field to th
SQUID ring.

We note that by introducing a unitary translation opera
T5exp(2iFxQs/\) we can write the Hamiltonian for the
ring as

Hs85T†HsT5
Qs

2

2Cs
1

Fs
2

2Ls
2\n cosS 2p

Fs1Fx

F0
D . ~5!

We also note that, invoking this unitary transformation, t
interaction energy becomesH Int8 5(m/Ls)FsFe while the
em field Hamiltonian remains unaffected. We denote asus&
the ~flux-dependent! eigenstates ofHs8 . Again in our numeri-
cal work we use a truncated basis withs50, . . . ,S, where
S is taken to be much greater than the average energy l
in which the SQUID operates. The first few eigenvaluess
50, . . . ,4) ofHs8 as functions ofFx /F0(5wx) are shown
in Fig. 2. As can be seen, although all the eigenvalues areF0
periodic inFx , each displays a distinctive functional form
Fx . It will become apparent in the following discussion th
these functional forms take on great importance in determ
ing the behavior of the coupled system at particular point
external bias flux.

In describing the coupled system, we now introduce
dimensionless operators xe5ACeve /\Fe , pe

5A1/Ce\veQe , xs5ACsvs /\Fs , and ps5A1/Cs\vsQs ,
together with the lowering and raising operatorsas
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5(1/A2)(xs1 ips), as
†5(1/A2)(xs2 ips) for the ring and

ae5(1/A2)(xe1 ipe), ae
†5(1/A2)(xe2 ipe) for the field. In

terms of these operators the HamiltonianHt85T†HtT for the
coupled system@see Eq.~1!# can be rewritten in the form

Ht85\veS ae
†ae1

1

2D1\vsS as
†as1

1

2D
2\n cosS 2p

F0
A \

Csvs
xs12pwxD

2
m

Ls
A \2

4CsCevsve
~as

†1as!~ae
†1ae!. ~6!

As an illustrative example we show in Fig. 3 the com
puted,wx-dependent eigenvalues ofHt8 for ~a! ve5vs ~with

FIG. 2. Energy eigenvalues versuswx5Fx /F0 for an isolated
SQUID ring.

FIG. 3. ~a! Energy eigenvalues versuswx of the SQUID ring
HamiltonianHs ~thick lines! and the ring-field total HamiltonianHt

~thin lines! with ve5vs . The coupling constantm51/100. The
inset shows an example~arrow! of the lifting of the degeneracy o
the ring-field levels whenm5” 0. ~b! as in ~a! but with ve5

1
10vs .
0-2
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truncationsN5S55) and ~b! ve5 1
10 vs ~with truncations

N550 andS55). In these figures the scaling is too small
reveal the lifting of the degeneracy at the crossing points
the nonzero coupling term (m5” 0). Again to illustrate, we
show in the inset of Fig. 3~a!, but at much higher resolution
one such computed crossing point. Here the splitting of
crossing energies is quite apparent, these being intima
connected to the functional form of the original SQUID rin
eigenenergies. That such crossing points have been rep
in experimental studies of Josephson weak link circuits, p
ticularly SQUID rings, with concomitant superpositions
macroscopic states~Schrödinger cats!, is further evidence for
the underlying quantum-mechanical nature of the
systems.6,8–10It is therefore timely to develop a full quantum
treatment of SQUID ring-em field systems, which is the p
pose of the paper.

In the above we have studied the eigenproblemHt8ujn&
5Jnujn& using a truncated basis. We now use these res
to compute the evolution operator as

U~ t !5(
n

ujn&expS 2
iJnt

\ D ^jnu. ~7!

Assuming that the system att50 is described by the densit
matrix r(0), we have calculated the density matrixr(t)
5U(t)r(0)U†(t) at a later timet and the reduced densit
matricesre5Trs(r), rs5Tre(r). As a measure of the accu
racy of the truncation approximation we have also calcula
the traces of all the density matrices that we use. In the li
of infinite order density matrices the trace is equal to
while for truncated density matrices it should be very clo
to 1. In all our results the trace was greater than 0.99.
other test we performed was to increase the cutoff point fr
which we were able to ascertain that our truncation had n
ligible effect.

We define the time-averaged energy expectation va
H s8 andHe as (i 5s,e)

^^Hi&&5 lim
T→`

1

T E
0

T

Tr@r i~ t !Hi #dt, ~8!

where, computationally, we integrate from 0 up to 20 000vs
which we have found to be sufficient to ensure the conv
gence of the integral~8! for all the results presented in th
paper. In Fig. 4 we display the computed, time-averaged
ergy expectation values~normalized in units of\vs) of H s8
@Fig. 4~a!# and H e8 @Fig. 4~b!#. These have been calculate
over the range 0<wx<1 for various values of s
(50,1,2,3), withm51/100 andve5vs . In computing these
results we have set thet50 state asua5 iA2&e^ us&s , where
ua&e is a coherent state of the em field (aeua&e5aua&e). As
is apparent in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, for specific values of ex-
ternal bias fluxwx @namely those corresponding to the cros
ing points shown in Fig. 3~a!# there is a strong interactio
between the em field and the SQUID ring. As is also app
ent, this leads to an energy exchange between the com
nents of the system. To demonstrate how the time-avera
energy levels for the ring and field depend on the ratio ofvs
to ve , we show in Fig. 5~a! and 5~b!, respectively, these
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levels computed fors50,1 and, again,m51/100 but now
ve5vs/10. In order for the energy of our initial state to b
equal to that used in the previous example, here this sta
chosen to beua5 i10A2&e^ us&s . As is to be expected, start
ing with s50,1 eigenstates, the separation inwx between the
regions of strong coupling~energy exchange! are signifi-
cantly reduced compared to those seen in Fig. 4. As a fur
example, we show in Fig. 6 the computed results for o
coupled system taking, as in Fig. 4,ve5vs but now with
stronger coupling (m51/10). To make our results strictly
comparable with those of Fig. 4, we use the initial stateua
5 iA2&e^ us50&s . Due to the stronger coupling we can s
more regions in external bias flux where energy is exchan
between the two components of the system. In all three
of results ~Figs. 4–6! there are peaks~both upwards and
downwards! generated in the time-averaged energies ab
specific values ofwx . These peak regions, where energy
exchanged between the field and the ring, correspond
quantum transitions in the ring and in all cases demonst
strong coupling between the two oscillators in the system

To illustrate the quantum-mechanical effects associa
with this coupling we take as an example the case ofm
51/10, ve5vs ~as in Fig. 6! and setwx50.426 ~arrow in
Fig. 6! at which flux bias the coupling~and the energy ex-
change! between the ring and field is strong. We assume t
at t50 the em field is in the number stateu1& (ae

†aeu1&e

51u1&e) and the ring is in the energy eigenstates50 ~we
stress thats are eigenstates ofHs and not ofns5as

†as). In
Fig. 7, with these values ofvs , m, and wx , we show the
computed expectation values of the photon number^ne&
5Tr(reae

†ae) in the field, and̂ ns&5Tr(rsas
†as) in the ring,

as functions of time. These results demonstrate that a st
exchange in energy takes place quasiperiodically in time
tween the ring and the field, i.e., when the photon num
expectation value in the SQUID ring increases, that in the
field decreases, and vice versa. We note that in order to c
pare these predictions with experiment we would need
measure the actual power level of the em field. We also n
that with the ring-field coupling constant known this wou
allow us to estimate the em power impinging on the SQU
ring.

As the system evolves in time its two components
oscillator mode and SQUID ring—become entangled qu
tum mechanically. In order to quantify this entanglement
use entropic quantities. For a two mode~field-ring! system
e2s this entanglement can be quantified according to
expression25–28

I 5S~re!1S~rs!2S~r!, ~9!

whereS(r) is the von Neumann entropy given by

S~r!52Tr@r ln~r!# ~10!

and the entanglement entropy is positive or zero~subadditiv-
ity property of the entropy!. In Fig. 8 we show the time-
dependent computed entropiesS(re), S(rs), and the en-
tanglement entropyI for the same system as in Fig. 7. Fro
these results it is quite apparent that although att50 both
the field and the ring are in a pure state, they both evolve
0-3
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FIG. 4. ~Color! The time-averaged energy levels versuswx for ~a! the ring (̂ Hs&) and ~b! the field (̂ He&). The coupling constantm
51/100 andve5vs . At t50 the electromagnetic field is assumed to be in the coherent stateua5 iA2& and the ring in the energy
eigenstates:s50 ~blue!, s51 ~brown!, s52 ~green!, ands53 ~red!.
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mixed states. Of course, since the time evolution is unit
the joint field-ring system is always in a pure state@S(r)
50#. The results presented in Fig. 8 demonstrate that
system does become highly entangled over time although
can be seen, at certain times it can disentangle again. T
is no doubt that for the development of truly quantum te
14453
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e
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nologies, for example, quantum computing and quant
communications, such states of entanglement are of g
importance. We note in particular, that in some of the
schemes the ability of the system to control the entanglem
~as in our case! is highly desirable. In principle, experimenta
verification of the entanglement between the two mod
0-4
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could be achieved through Bell-type inequalities. Howev
in the context of the present work their exact form will r
quire further investigation.

III. SQUID RING COUPLED TO CLASSICAL EM FIELD

In previous work we treated the em field classically11 and
used the Hamiltonian

FIG. 5. The time-averaged energy levels versuswx for ~a! the
ring (^Hs&) and ~b! the field (̂ He&). The coupling constantm
51/100 and 10ve5vs . At t50 the electromagnetic field is as
sumed to be in the coherent stateua5 i10A2& and the ring in the
energy eigenstates:s50 ~solid!, s51 ~dashed!.

FIG. 6. The time-averaged energy levels versuswx for the ring
(^Hs&) and the field (̂He&). The coupling constantm51/10 and
ve5vs . At t50 the electromagnetic field is assumed to be in
coherent stateua5 iA2& and the ring in the lowest eigenstates
50.
14453
r,

Hs5
Qs

2

2Cs
1

$Fs2@Fx1we sin~vet !#%
2

2Ls
2\n cosS 2p

Fs

F0
D ,

~11!

and solved the corresponding time-dependent Schro¨dinger
equation. Herewe is taken to be the magnetic-flux amplitud
of the classical em field. It is of interest to compare t
quasiclassical results derived via Eq.~11! with the fully
quantum results found above where the initial state of the
field is a coherent state. Due to the quasiclassical natur
the coherent state we expect some agreement betwee
fully quantum results and the quasiclassical results. To
nish an example to compare with these quantum results
have computed the time-averaged ring energy expecta
values for the Floquet states~eigenvalues of the evolution
operator after one period of microwave evolution! as a func-
tion of wx using the same value of microwave field amp
tude (we50.41mF0) as in Fig. 4~a!. Our results are pre-
sented in Fig. 9. Within the computational accura
available, and given that we are dealing with two differe
regimes of the coupled system, it is clear that the princi
transition region features match in both models, even tho
the amplitudes may not be the same.

IV. DISCUSSION

We have studied the coupling of a SQUID ring to a sing
mode em field at frequencies in the sub-THz–THz ran

e

FIG. 7. The expectation valueŝne& and ^ns& as functions of
time for wx50.426,m51/10, andve5vs . At t50 the electromag-
netic field is assumed to be in the number stateu1& and the ring is in
the energy eigenstates50.

FIG. 8. The entropies as a function of time for the same sys
as in Fig. 7.
0-5
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where, in general,kBT,\vs ,\ve so that the system be
haves quantum mechanically. In this we have been stron
influenced by recent discussions in the literature on route
quantum computing using Josephson devices1–4 and on even
more recent publication of experimental data on superp

tion states in SQUID rings.9,10 In the paper we have show
that our results@for example, Fig. 4~a!# compare well with
previous semiclassical~Floquet method! computations made
by us ~Fig. 9 and Ref. 11! and have expanded this work t
calculate explicitly the photon number and entanglem
states in the coupled ring-field system. We note the rela
between the results presented in this paper and prev
work on em environments in thermal equilibrium with J
sephson~e.g., SQUID! circuits.29–35 In our work we have
assumed that the external em field is in a particular quan
state and our results depend on this state. As an exampl
have considered the em field att50 to be in a coherent state
However, the calculations can easily be repeated for ano
initial state of the field. Each initial state will, of cours
yield different results.

In addition to the em field a magnetostatic flux al
threads the SQUID ring. In this paper we have demonstra
that for certain values of this flux strong coupling develo
at which point~s! large amounts of energy are exchang
between the ring and the field. Future experimental prob
of these energy exchanges, which is considered again in
discussion section, would clearly be of great interest.
have also demonstrated that entanglement between the
and field modes arises as a natural consequence of the
quantum mechanics of the system. As we have pointed
~Sec. II, above!, experimental verification of such entangl
ments will require further work on the Bell inequalities r
lated to these entanglements.

In our calculations we have neglected dissipation a
have calculated the time evolution of the system using
equation] tr52( i /\)@H,r#. A more realistic calculation to
take into account dissipation due to the exter
environment36 can be made with the equation] tr5
2( i /\)@H,r#1 f (r) where thef (r) are dissipative terms

FIG. 9. Time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation calculation of th
time averaged ring energy levels againstFx with m51/100, ve

5vs , andwe50.41mF0. Here the electromagnetic field is treate
classically. The results of this figure should be compared and c
trasted with those of Fig. 4~a!.
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Numerical work to include these terms is currently
progress.

Of general interest to experimentalists working on~time-
dependent! superposition states in SQUID ring devices is t
problem of determining the actual em power~or number of
photons in each state of the em field! coupled to the ring.
Together with the frequency of the em field, and the origin
eigenenergies of the ring, this is required in order to comp
the ring crossing point splittings. In principle, this proble
can be overcome through the kind of analysis we have
dertaken in this paper, whether it be for classical em field11

or photon states interacting with a quantum-mechan
SQUID ring. As we have shown, it is possible to determi
these power levels accurately through following the react
frequency shift of a SQUID ring-classical~radio frequency!
resonator system, driven by an external em field, when
ring remains adiabatically in its quantum-mechanical grou
state. However, where em frequencies and/or amplitudes
high enough~as in this paper!, so that~time-dependent! su-
perpositions of low-lying energy eigenstates of the ring
generated, the problem becomes very much more diffi
theoretically. Nevertheless, there appear to be several ro
to resolving these difficulties, as indicated by some of o
recent investigations of nonadiabatic processes in em-dr
SQUID rings.37,38 We note that at sufficiently high em
frequencies/amplitudes multiphoton absorption and emiss
processes will occur between the components of the cou
system. This may complicate the interpretation of expe
mental data and will be a topic of further theoretical inve
tigation by us. For the future, we also note that it may
possible to extend these experimental and theoretical t
niques to probe the details of energy exchange and entan
ment of the system presented in this paper.

There now exists a clearly defined need to create T
technology39 for a range of applications including moder
communications. To date this technology, based on quan
processes on the small scale, functions classically at the
vice level. A primary purpose of this paper has been to de
onstrate that at THz frequencies, and reasonable opera
temperatures (;4 K), this technology could be made full
quantum mechanical in nature, i.e., at high enough SQU
ring and em oscillator frequencies both can be treated
macroscopic quantum objects, irrespective of any deeper
scription of the superconducting condensate in SQU
rings.40,41 This would point to a great richness of potenti
applications. For example, in the context of the results p
sented here, our investigations may prove useful for the
velopment of frequency converters up to THz frequenc
and beyond. More generally these results, and the theore
descriptions underlying them, may find use in the emerg
fields of quantum technology and quantum computation.1–4
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